
How To Keep Going When You Want To Give
Up
Do you ever feel like giving up? Is life weighing you down and making it difficult to
keep moving forward? We've all been there. It's completely normal to go through
moments of doubt and frustration. However, giving up should never be an option.
In this article, we will discuss effective strategies that will help you keep going
when you want to give up.

The Power of Purpose

One of the key factors in finding the motivation to keep going is having a clear
and meaningful purpose. Understanding why you started something and
reminding yourself of the ultimate goal can reignite your passion. Reflect on your
initial inspiration and the positive impact that your work can have on your life and
the lives of others.

Identify your values and align your goals with them. When your actions are in
alignment with your core values, you will find greater fulfillment and motivation.
Take the time to define what truly matters to you and use that as fuel on your
journey.
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Break It Down

When faced with overwhelming challenges, it can be tempting to throw in the
towel. However, taking a step back and breaking down big goals into smaller,
manageable tasks can make them more attainable and less intimidating.

Start by creating a clear plan and setting specific, achievable targets. Celebrate
each small victory along the way to keep your spirits high. By breaking down your
journey into smaller milestones, it becomes easier to stay motivated and focused.

Stay Positive and Celebrate Progress

Positive thinking is a powerful tool when it comes to overcoming obstacles and
persevering. Surround yourself with positivity, whether it's through supportive
friends, inspiring books, or motivational quotes. Believe in your abilities and
remind yourself that success is possible.

Celebrate your progress, no matter how small. Acknowledge your achievements
and use them as stepping stones towards your ultimate goal. Maintaining a
positive mindset and recognizing your accomplishments will fuel your
determination to keep going.

Learn from Setbacks

Setbacks are inevitable on any journey towards success. Instead of viewing them
as failures, see them as opportunities for growth. Learn from your mistakes and
setbacks, and use them to become stronger and smarter.
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Take the time to analyze what went wrong and how you can improve. Embrace a
growth mindset that allows you to see setbacks as valuable lessons rather than
roadblocks. Remember, every successful person has faced challenges along the
way. It's how you respond to those challenges that sets you apart.

Find Support

It's important to surround yourself with a strong support system when you're
feeling down and close to giving up. Surround yourself with people who believe in
you and your goals. Seek guidance from mentors who have been through similar
struggles and have come out successful.

Join communities or groups of like-minded individuals who can provide
encouragement and motivation. Sharing your journey with others who understand
what you're going through can make a big difference in your ability to keep going.

Take Care of Yourself

When you're feeling overwhelmed, it's crucial to take care of your physical and
mental well-being. Prioritize self-care activities that rejuvenate and energize you.
This can include exercise, meditation, spending time in nature, or indulging in
hobbies you enjoy.

Make sure you're getting enough sleep, eating nutritious meals, and taking
breaks when needed. Ignoring your well-being will only contribute to feelings of
exhaustion and can hinder your ability to keep going.

Visualize Success

Create a clear mental picture of what success looks like to you. Visualize yourself
achieving your goals and experiencing the satisfaction that comes along with it.



This powerful technique can significantly boost your motivation and help you
persist when faced with challenges.

When you face difficult moments, close your eyes and imagine yourself
overcoming obstacles and reaching your desired outcome. Use this visualization
practice regularly to reinforce your determination and resilience.

Stay Inspired

Never underestimate the power of inspiration in keeping you motivated. Find
mentors, role models, or success stories that ignite your passion and make you
believe in what's possible. Surround yourself with positive influences that keep
the flame of motivation alive.

Read books, watch documentaries or listen to podcasts that share stories of
triumph and perseverance. Use these sources of inspiration as reminders that
you are not alone in your struggles and that others have triumphed over
adversity.

When you feel like giving up, remember that you have the power to keep going.
Refocus on your purpose, break down goals into smaller tasks, stay positive,
learn from setbacks, seek support, take care of yourself, visualize success, and
surround yourself with inspiration.

Remember, success is not a destination, but rather a lifelong journey. Embrace
the challenges along the way and keep pushing forward. You have what it takes
to overcome any obstacle and achieve your dreams.
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Tempted to Give Up? Here’s How to Keep Going

If you browse through the interviews with some of the most successful people on
Earth, you’ll find one common piece of advice shared by virtually all of them:

They never give up on their big goals.

Research shows that grit is a better predictor for success than any other factor.
The ability to keep going despite setbacks is more important than your IQ,
character or other external factors like your upbringing or surroundings.

But what does it really mean to “never give up”? What exactly is grit? How do you
persevere when faced with larger than life difficulties? How do you keep going
when you’re at the brink of exhaustion and all your hard work hasn’t been
rewarded yet?

I wrote this book to explore the subject of persistence from a more scientific point
of view than cliché self-help sayings. I want to share with you how exactly to stick
to your goals according to peak performers and science – not vague motivational
advice that assumes we have unlimited strength once we’re motivated enough.
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Here are just a couple of things you will learn from the book:

- A crucial piece of advice you can learn from the first people who reached the
South Pole. If you make the wrong choice, you’ll burn out – guaranteed.

- What famous American comic Jerry Seinfeld did in his early days of career to
keep going. It’s a simple trick that provides huge results.

- What a study on top musicians, athletes, actors and chess players can teach
you about achieving results and persistence. The elite performers practice much
fewer hours than you believe.

- Five of the most common ways you lead yourself to self-sabotage. Usually,
you’re not even aware of how many of your efforts go for naught simply because
of the five things I discuss in this book.

- According to studies, this one trait is strongly associated with grit and
persistence. Learn what it is and how to develop it in five different ways.

- Five focusing questions to keep going. Asking yourself these questions will help
you boost your motivation when you’re at the brink of giving up.

- How listening to others whining makes a part of your brain shrink and affects
your ability to persevere when faced with setbacks.

- Six bestselling authors and bloggers share their best techniques on how to keep
going when you want to give up: Stephen Guise (author of “Mini Habits: Smaller
Habits, Bigger Results”), Joel Runyon (blogger at ImpossibleHQ.com), Serena
Star-Leonard (bestselling author of “How to Retire in 12 Months: Turning Passion
into Profit”) Derek Doepker (bestselling author of “Why You’re Stuck”), Michal
Stawicki (bestselling author of “Trickle-Down Mindset: The Missing Element in



Your Personal Success”), and Hung Pham (bestselling author of “Break Through:
12 Powerful Steps to Destroy Your Mental Barriers and Achieve Success”).

There’s no reason why you should give up if you’re working on the right goal.
Learn how to make sure you’ll reach your objectives. Scroll up and buy the book
now.
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